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Location: Addison, Texas
Career: Graphic Designer, Illustrator, Photographer,
Copywriter, Art Director, Creative Director, Educator
and lastly as a draughtsman/painter/sculpture. I
have owned several businesses along the way,
including Hot Buttered Graphics in St. Louis, Long
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Dog Trading Company and Mentler & Company in
Dallas.
Education: American Academy of Art in Chicago,
Layton School of Art in Milwaukee, Washington
University in St. Louis where I also was an instructor
from 1971 to 1974.

What is a little known fact you would like to share?
I got booted from high school twice and never
officially graduated. The high school gave me an
honorary diploma my junior year at Washington
University (Long Story).

We always ask artists what advice they have for
other painters to develop, and everyone we have
ever interviewed has similar advice… to draw, draw,
draw. A friend of ours who reveres you as one of
the top artists in the country dubbed you ‘The Yoda
of Classical Drawing.’ Since you are ‘The Yoda’
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what is your insight on ‘draw, draw, draw,’ and how
do you view painting in light of the fact that you
have, by most definitions, mastered the art of
classical drawing?

Drawing: To all substantive painting the foundation,
sculpture and architecture, drawing is. Of design
and all the sciences also the core, is it. Much more
than a pass time or hobby, to draw is learning, to
the vault of knowledge the key, it is.
Painting: To the canvas the addition of color
changes the focus from the subject. Color becomes
the subject because color is light. Of course
relationships then becomes the driving force in the
painting process the power. Point, in drawing
design is a factor as is, line, plane, and form. Of
course, a black and white value structure, but with
the addition of color to the recipe it takes on a whole
different dynamic that it dominated by opposing
relationships and color space there is. Design
based and color driven, the bottom line is that the
focus of my gallery works is. Yeeesssss.
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We have heard you grab some graphite or a pen as
soon as you jump out of bed (much like a light
saber), and, in fact, make it a point to draw from
memory. Can you tell us about drawing from
memory and how you use this technique to fine tune
your skills?
"Nulla Dies Sine Linea." - The Art Students League
of New York's motto - Latin for "Never a day without
a line."
My sketchbook journals I draw from master
reference (not photos) and from memory in. With
my mind I draw it facing the opposite direction the
reference I use, flip it horizontally I do. To analyze
every part of the construction process this forces

me. Learn the most, the three areas where the
draughtsman can: drawing from life, drawing from
the old masters, and drawing from imagination.
Done for the better part of six centuries, one should
try to include a third of each into their studies much
as past masters have. Done over 6,000 pages in
my rough book studies and the journey continues, I
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have. Me grounded it keeps as well as continuing
to put one foot in front of the other.

Your sketches have so much gesture within the
poses, and you tackle that which is most difficult to
capture for most artists. Why have you sought to
capture such distinct poses, and how has this
helped you to develop as an artist?
Painting all about movement, it is, capturing or
creating the movement, try to draw the dance and
the dancer not. The responsibility of the
draughtsman to make the drawing come alive
beyond mere representation, is it. Empathy with the
movement in the pose and translate it in a manner
that the viewer feels it, one has to have.
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What are your tools of choice when drawing?
Imagine both dry and wet, I use almost everything
one can. Canson Mi-Teintes and Mi-Teintes Touch
are my go-to surfaces and the Mi-Teintes Touch
boards a lot I like. Much Rembrandt pastels and
Bruynzeel pastel pencils I use. Yes, hmmmm.

Okay, Okay... we have asked enough about
drawing... what is your color palette of choice when
painting?
I use a twelve color array. I primarily use music
scale triads. 5-3-4 major or 4-3-5 minors.

What the heck is Mentler Mustard?
Mentler Mustard is a color that I developed for the
Royal Talens Rembrandt line of oil paints. It fills a
position close to what a transparent Indian Yellow
would fall, but it is slightly less red. Rembrandt
does have an Indian Red in their line-up, so Mentler
Mustard is a nice fit for their line.

Where can one find out more about upcoming
workshops or demonstrations with you?
Tsofa.com is where information about workshops
and openings can be found. I am going to be
concentrating on doing workshops at The Society of
Figurative Arts in Dallas.

And last but not least our infamous question… What
is your New Wave palette of choice?
I use two, the Academian and the Academian
Confidant. Below is an image of my pigment array,
showing why the design works well for me.

Mentler's Academian palette (above)

Academian palette

-Michael Mentler
www.tsofa.com
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